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1273. McCone (Kim): 'King' and 'queen' in Celtic and Indo-European.


On the etymology of OIr. ri, rigidain and related forms.

1274. Hollo (Kaarina): Cú Chulainn and Síd Truim.


[1.] Introduction: reference to Síd Truim in poem in Serglige Con Culainn;
[2.] Síd Truim and the Tíatha Dé Danann; [3.] Síd Truim as the place of Cú
Chulainn’s birth: in first version of tale Compert Con Culainn contained in MS
RIA D iv 2 (1223); [4.] Síd Truim as the place of Cú Chulainn’s burial: in poem
A Oisín Fuirigh ar Dhia; [5.] The location of Síd Truim; [6.] Conclusions.

1275. Simms (Katharine): The contents of later commentaries on the Brehon
law tracts.


On the contemporary relevance of the later commentaries.

1276. Bammesberger (Alfred): The etymology of Irish áit ‘place’.

In Ériu 49 (1998), pp. 41-43.


In Ériu 49 (1998), pp. 45-70.

1. Text of IGT II §20; 2. Corpus of examples; 3. Index of poets in the corpus;
4. Discussion; 5. Statement of conclusions: incl. rules for the construction of
article + uile + noun in dán dréach.

1278. Toner (Gregory): The transmission of Tochmarc Emire.


[1.] The relationship between the MSS of V [= the longer recension contained
in MSS RIA 23 E 25, RIA D iv 2, Harley 5280, RIA 23 N 10, RIA 23 E 29
(Book of Fermoy), Egerton 92]; vs. T. Ó Conchobhairn, in Éigse 29 (1996),
pp. 96-100; [2.] The lost portion of R [= the shorter recension contained in MS
Rawlinson B 512]; [3.] The relationship of V and R; [4.] The language of R
and V; vs. T. Ó Conchobhairn, in Éigse 30 (1997), pp. 102-18; [5.] Old and
Middle Irish in V; [6.] Conclusion: V is an expanded version of R.

Ó Conchobhairn (T.) (ref.)
1279. McQuillan (Peter): On the semantics and pragmatics of *cía* in Early Irish.


1280. Ó hUiginn (Ruairí): Complementation in Early Irish: the *verba dicendi*.


   Incl. app. with collection of references to dependent noun clauses and verbal noun phrases in a range of textual sources.

1281. Schumacher (Stefan): The preterite of *ithid* ‘eats’.

   In Ériu 49 (1998), pp. 149–160.

   vs. GOI §689 (a). On the etymology of *do-fúaid, -díoid, -díuid, do-fúatar, do-fótar, do-fotar, do-foitar, etc.*


   On the terms *rannaeacht* ‘unitary-stanza-making’ and *deibide* ‘differentiated, disagreeing (form)’; the latter representing a substantivised adjectival derivative from *deib* ‘difference, variety, disagreement’ + adjectival *de*, vs. GOI §392, where it is suggested that *deibide* derives from *de = bi-thé ‘cut in two’.*


   Mac Cana (P.) (ref.), McCloskey (J.) (ref.), Ó Baoill (D. P.) (ref.)


   Derives from *`wo + náid`* (with Germanic cognates) which shifts semantically from ‘light a fire, make burn, heat’ to ‘cook, bake, boil’; also on the derivation of vn *fuine* from *`wo-nes-o-`.*

1285. de Brún (Pádraig): Variæ: IV. *IGT* citations: some additional identifications.


McManus (D.) (ref.)